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This article describes a presentation given by the Poku Saeruo Degonjo at the International Relations
Conference of YE 36 in YE 36.

Delegation
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The delegation included the characters pictured above.

On the left, Poku-Rya'ta (Ambassador) to Yamatai, Tesgi Toioky, a Tula.
On the right, Vonai-Rya'ka (Emissary) Kohaku Syali, a Minkan.
Behind and in the center, Poku Wotanu'ka (Defender of the Clan) Legos Miaurm, a Qaktoro.

Presentation

The Poku Saeruo Degonjo provided the following displays to tell their story at the International Relations
Conference of YE 36 in YE 36.

Beginning

The image shows the center of the Capital city on the Otâgolisoy (Birth world). Tall buildings ring a large
park with dense foliage. The camera rotates showing the skyline around the park, then passes through
the city, once out of the capital it shows the countryside passing below then streaks upwards into space.

Ending

This image of the Otâgolisoy (Birth world) as seen from three light seconds away. A myriad of black
vessels can be seen surrounding the world. In addition to the black ships, the image shows an
assortment of dying clan ships. The black ships fire their main weapons at the planet. Massive explosions
on the surface are seen. Large fractures in the surface soon become visible even from this distance. The
barrage continues until the core explodes reducing the planet to expanding gases and debris.

Hope

The image shows a scene of the surviving arks joined together with construction docked for the first time
after the Norka (The Exodus). Through a series of still images the first section of the Sotâka Ruomâqi
(World Station) appears above the ship. The montage of still images shows the continuing construction
that would last 100 years. It ends with the current image of the Sotâka Ruomâqi (World Station) in space.

Survival

This is a still image depicting the discovery of Lost Ark - Âdor-Pedavuome (Stormy sky) and the massive
rescue/salvage operation. Dozens of clan ships swarm around the damaged ship to evacuate personnel
and as much of its cargo as possible.
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New Beginning

This is a still image of the settlement Tioasme (Unity) on Âmuar (Dream). The Wunyaka Vonai (Ark) that
the planet was named for dominates the skyline. Sections of the great ship built more than 800 years
ago have been removed being used as materials for the new settlement.
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